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Sleep

problems

are

one

of

the

most

common

medical

complaints

today.

Polysomnography (PSG) as the current standard for sleep analysis is expensive,
intrusive and complicated. Thus, nding a reliable and unobtrusive method for
longer-term home use is important. BCG based methods have shown potential in
sleep analysis recently.
In this thesis, the BCG method was validated in a clinical test on 20 subjects. PSG
was used as the reference. A software was developed to process the recordings and
analyze the results.

Heart rate (HR), heart rate variability (HRV), respiratory

rate (RR), respiratory rate variability (RRV), respiratory depth (Rdepth) and
movement were utilized for sleep stage detection. Finally, the BCG product was
compared with other commercial sleep analysis focused BCG products.
In validation, the BCG parameter accuracy was presented as the mean error from
PSG with 95% condence interval. The errors were -0.1
for HR, -0.9

±

±

4.4 beats per minute

14.7 ms for high frequency (HF) HRV, -3.0

frequency (LF) HRV, 0.3

±

±

29.9 ms for low

4.5 breaths per minute for RR and -40

±

424 ms for

RRV. Correlation coecient was 0.97 for HR, 0.67 for HF HRV, 0.71 for LF HRV,
0.54 for RR and 0.49 for RRV respectively.
HR, RRV and Rdepth were typically at an increased level in REM sleep and
wakefulness and decreased in deep sleep.

RRV was at its highest during

wakefulness. HRV was at a decreased level in REM and wakefulness and increased
in deep sleep.

Movement was higher during wakefulness than in sleep.

Murata

BCG Sensor Node had advantages in the accuracy of measurements and usability
compared to other BCG based sleep analysis products.
Keywords: ballistocardiography, polysomnography, sleep quality, respiration,
heart rate variability
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Tämän työn tavoitteena oli arvioida ballistokardiograaan (BCG) perustuvan
menetelmän käytettävyyttä ja suorituskykyä unen laadun ja määrän tutkimisessa.
Menetelmä validoitiin ja perusteet univaiheiden havaitsemiseksi määriteltiin.
Uniongelmat ovat hyvin yleisiä. Tavanomainen polysomnograaan (PSG) perustuva unianalyysi on kallis, potilasta häiritsevä sekä monimutkainen. Unen laadun
huomaamaton ja pitkäaikanen mittaaminen luotettavasti kotiolosuhteissa onkin
tärkeää. BCG-pohjaisilla menetelmillä on saatu lupaavia tuloksia unianalyysissa.
Tässä työssä validoitiin kiihtyvyysanturipohjainen BCG-menetelmä 20 terveellä
henkilöllä.

PSG-menetelmää

käytettiin

referenssinä.

Univaiheiden

määrit-

tämiseksi tarkasteltiin syketaajuutta, sykevaihtelua, hengitystaajuutta, hengitysvaihtelua, hengityksen syvyyttä sekä liikettä. Menetelmää verrattiin myös muihin
unta analysoiviin BCG laitteisiin.
BCG laitteen Hengitys ja sykeparametrit validoitiin PSG:tä vasten käyttäen
keskimääräistä virhettä sekä 95% luottamusväliä. Virheet olivat -0.1
sykkeelle (HR), -0.9

±

±

±

4.4 bpm

14.7 ms korkeataajuiselle sykevaihtelulle (HF HRV), -3.0

29.9 ms matalataajuiselle sykevaihtelulle (LF HRV), 0.3

taajuudelle (RR) ja -40

±

±

4.5 bpm hengitys-

424 ms hengitysvaihtelulle (RRV). Korrelaatiokerroin

oli vastaavasti 0.97 HR:lle, 0.67 HF HRV:lle, 0.71 LF HRV:lle, 0.54 RR:lle ja 0.49
RRV:lle.
HR, RRV sekä hengityksen syvyys (Rdepth) olivat keskimääräistä korkeammalla
tasolla REM-unessa ja hereillä ollessa sekä matalalla syvässä unessa. RRV oli korkein hereillä ollessa. HRV oli matalin REM-unessa ja hereillä sekä korkea syvässä
unessa.

Liikettä havaittiin hereillä enemmän kuin unen aikaan.

Murata BCG

anturituotteen tarkkuus ja käytettävyys olivat hyviä verrattuna muihin nykyisin
saatavilla oleviin kaupallisiin unianalyysiin keskittyneisiin BCG laitteistoihin.

Avainsanat: ballistokardiograa, polysomnograa, unen laatu, hengitys, sykevaihtelu
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b2bavg
BM I
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h
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LF HRV
Rdepth
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RRV
σ
SV
µ
V
w

time interval between subsequent heart beats
ltered b2b value
body mass index
cardiac output
height
high frequency heart rate variability
heart rate
heart rate variability
correlation coecient / lter coecient
low frequency heart rate variability
respiratory depth
respiratory rate
respiratory rate variability
standard deviation
stroke volume
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respiratory volume, amount of gas going through lungs per minute
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Abbreviations
AASM

American Academy of Sleep Medicine

AC

alternating current

AV node

atrioventricular node

AHI

apnea-hypopnea index

ANS

autonomic nervous system

bpm

beats per minute / breaths per minute

BCG

ballistocardiography

CNS

central nervous system

CO2

carbon dioxide

COPD

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

ECG

electrocardiography

EDF

european data format

EEG

electroencephalography

EMG

electromyography

EOG

electro-oculography

HF

high frequency

hp

high-pass (lter)

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

LF

low frequency

lp

low-pass (lter)

MEMS

microelectromechanical system

NREM

non-rapid eye movement

pNN50

the proportion of N-N intervals exceeding 50 ms

PC

personal computer

PNS

parasympathetic nervous system

PSG

polysomnography

PVDF

polyvinylidene uoride

RBD

REM behavior disorder

REM

rapid eye movement

RLS

restless legs syndrome

RMSSD

root mean square of successive dierences

SA node

sinoatrial node

SDNN

standard deviation of N-N intervals

sg

Savitzky-Golay (lter)

SNS

sympathetic nervous system

VLF

very low frequency

WiFi

standardized wireless local area network
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Introduction

Sleep is the period of time when the body relaxes and recovers from physical and
mental activity. It is a stable and unconscious state and is autonomously controlled
by the nervous system.

Sleep analysis methods measure various activities of the

body during sleep, e.g. brain activity, eye movements, muscle tension, respiration
or the cardiac function.

These activities provide information on the quality and

quantity of sleep and can be used to detect sleep problems.

1.1

Motivation

Sleep problems are increasing in our society and they are one of the most common
medical complaints today.

Every third of us do not get enough sleep and have

symptoms of insomnia. Over half of the population in the U.S. suers from a sleep
problem. Sleep disorders can have a severe impact on the health and quality of life
if they are not treated. Sleep is an unconscious state and therefore sleep problems
may easily remain unrecognised without proper analysis. [1][2]
Polysomnography (PSG) is currently the primary method used in sleep analysis.
However, it is expensive, intrusive and complex. An overnight sleep study can cost
up to a thousand euros. Accurate measuring requires laboratory environment and
multiple sensors placed on the body. The monitoring and analysis is performed by
highly trained technicians and doctors. The sleep analysis is subjective due to visual
scoring from the measurement signals.

Although PSG gives a lot of information

about sleep, it can disturb normal sleep habits and is not suitable for continuous
long-term measurements. [3]
Finding new ways to measure sleep eectively has become more important as it
has been proven that sleep has a large impact on the health and everyday life.
Ballistocardiography (BCG) based methods have shown increasing potential for
sleep analysis. [3] BCG measures the mechanical forces originating from the body.
It is an inexpensive and unobtrusive method that is also viable for long-term use.
It enables pre-emptive detection of sleep problems and eective post-monitoring of
recovery. BCG has already been utilized in medicine as an alternative method for
sleep problem detection. [4][5]

1.2

Objective

The aim of this thesis is to evaluate usability and performance of a BCG based
method for sleep analysis. The analysis will provide information on the quality and
quantity of sleep. A clinical test for overnight measurements will be performed in a
sleep laboratory. The test group will consist of 20 healthy subjects. Murata BCG
Sensor Node will be used as the measurement device and PSG will be used as the
reference method. A software will be designed for automatic data post-processing
and result analysis.

The BCG sensor is an accelerometer that detects the forces

acting on the body. Heart rate, heart rate variability, respiration rate, respiration
rate variability and respiration depth can be extracted from the BCG pulse with an
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intelligent algorithm. These parameters will be compared with the corresponding
parameters obtained from the PSG recording. Good detection accuracy is important
for reliable sleep analysis. The BCG method's capability for sleep stage detection
and sleep-wake classication will be determined using the validated parameters.
Murata BCG sensor product usability and performance for sleep analysis will also
be compared to other commercial BCG related products.

1.3

Overview of the thesis

This thesis will be divided into ve sections: 1.

introduction, 2.

background, 3.

measurements, 4. results and 5. conclusions. Section 2 gives an overview of sleep
related human physiology and presents the background of the sleep analysis. The
function of autonomic nervous system, cardiovascular system and respiratory system
will be explained. The background of sleep analysis consists of introduction to sleep
physiology, and the BCG and PSG methods. Section 3 describes the test subject
selection, equipment and data processing methods used in the measurements. The
test subject selection includes the ethical aspects and the selection criteria for the
study. The BCG and PSG equipment are presented separately. The functionality of
the software for data processing and result analysis is summarized. The results are
presented and discussed in section 4. Section 5 summarizes the thesis and describes
the conclusions.

3

2
2.1

Background
Human Physiology

In the following sections, cardiovascular and respiratory systems are explained.
These systems are especially important for BCG measurement as the active processes
in the human body are dierent in sleep and wakefulness.

The characteristics of

these processes can be utilized in sleep analysis. These systems are controlled by the
autonomic nervous system which is explained rst. Cardiovascular and respiratory
systems are explained in the following sections.

2.1.1

Autonomic Nervous System

The autonomic nervous system (ANS) is a part of the central nervous system (CNS).
ANS is responsible for the unconscious activity in the human body.

It delivers

impulses from the brain and spinal cord to specic organs in the body.

These

impulses regulate the function of the organs according to the state of the body.
ANS maintains cardiovascular, thermal and gastro-intestinal homeostasis in the
body. This is done by regulating heart rate (HR), blood pressure, respiratory rate
(RR) and digestion.

ANS is divided into sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and

parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) as presented in Figure 1. [6]

Figure 1:

Structure of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) in human.

ANS

consists of the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) and the sympathetic nervous
system (SNS). [6]
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The SNS is dominant during stress and physical activity and can be described
as the body's "ght-or-ight" system. SNS can improve performance by increasing
circulation of blood and oxygen transport to vital organs.

Heart rate and stroke

volume of the heart are increased, and the airways expand to increase the respiratory
volume of lungs. Also, activity of the gastro-intestinal system is decreased. SNS is
controlled by the thoracolumbar segment of the spinal cord. Pre-ganglionic neurons
originate from the spinal cord and synapse with longer post-ganglionic neurons in
the ganglia chains close to the spinal cord. From there the post-ganglionic neurons
connect with specic organs controlled by the SNS around the body. [6]
PNS is dominant during rest and digest, while the body is recovering. As opposed
to the SNS, it enhances recovery by decreasing heart rate and respiratory rate and
increasing the activity of the gastro-intestinal system.

[7][8][9] PSN is controlled

by the brainstem nuclei and sacral segments of the spinal cord. The pre-ganglionic
neurons travel close to the innervated organs. They activate the local post-ganglionic
neurons that communicate directly with the organ. [6]
SNS and PNS regulate the cardiovascular and the respiratory systems.
regulation is involuntary and happens unconsciously.

The

Voluntary actions, such as

muscle movement, are absent in sleep and therefore the SNS and PNS control is
dominant. The function of the cardiovascular and respiratory systems are explained
in the following sections.

2.1.2

Cardiovascular System

The cardiovascular system is responsible for the circulation of blood in the body.
This system consists of the heart and vascular system. The vascular system can be
further divided into pulmonary and systemic circulations. The pulmonary circulation transports oxygen from the lungs and delivers carbon dioxide out of blood. The
systemic circulation delivers oxygen and nutrients to all the cells in the body and
transfers waste into processing organs. [10]
The heart is located between the lungs. It consists of four chambers: the left
atrium, right atrium, left ventricle and right ventricle as presented in Figure 2. They
are separated by valves that prevent blood ow from the ventricle to the atrium. The
atria receive blood and deliver it into the ventricles which pump it to all parts of the
body. Due to this, the ventricles are larger than the atria and have a thicker wall of
cardiac muscle. The right ventricle has thinner myocardium as it pumps blood into
the pulmonary circulation.

The left ventricle is responsible of transporting blood

into the systemic circulation. [10]
Blood enters the heart from the systemic circulation.

It goes into the right

atrium and ows through to the right ventricle. The right ventricle pumps blood to
the pulmonary artery and further into the pulmonary circulation. Blood oxygenates
as it ows through the lungs.

It returns from the pulmonary circulation through

the left atrium and enters the left ventricle. The left ventricle pumps blood through
the aorta into the systemic circulation. In the systemic and pulmonary circulation,
blood ows through arteries, arterioles, capillaries, venules and veins. The arteries
are the largest (0.5 mm - 0.5 cm diameter) blood vessels. They carry blood from
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Figure 2:

Anatomy of the heart. The heart consists of right atrium (RA), right

ventricle (RV), left atrium (LA) and left ventricle (LV). [11]

the heart into the smaller arterioles (15 - 300

µm

diameter). From the arterioles,

blood ows into the capillaries which are the smallest (5 - 10

µm

diameter) of the

vessels. The venules and veins return blood into the heart. [12]
A cardiac cycle consists of contraction and relaxation of the atria and the ventricles.

The atria are lled with blood from the veins while they are relaxed.

Contraction of the atria forces blood ow into the ventricles.

While lling, the

ventricles are relaxed. The contraction of the ventricles push blood out of the heart.
The amount of blood leaving the heart in one cardiac cycle is called the stroke
volume (SV) of the heart. A heart beat consists of one cardiac cycle. Beat-to-beat
value is the time interval between two consecutive heart beats. The heart rate is
calculated by the amount of heart beats in one minute. Cardiac output (CO) is the
amount of blood the heart pumps in a minute and can be calculated from HR and
SV as shown in Equation 1. [12]

CO = HR ∗ SV

(1)

Stroke volume depends on preload, contractility and afterload of the heart.
Preload is related to the maximum amount of blood in the ventricles before a
contraction. According to the Frank-Starling law, as the payload increases, so does
the stretching of cardiac muscles. It results in more forceful ventricular contraction
and higher amount of blood pumped out of the heart; a higher stroke volume.
Due to this, the amount of blood pumped through the systemic and pulmonary
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circulations will remain the same.

Higher preload of the left ventricle increases

the amount of blood pumped into the systemic circulation.

This increases the

amount of blood received by the right atrium, increasing the preload of the right
ventricle.

Contractility determines the strength of ventricular contraction and is

controlled by the ANS and hormones. Higher contractility results in higher stroke
volume. Afterload is the pressure in the pulmonary trunk and the aorta. Increased
afterload causes less blood to be pumped out of the heart due to lower blood pressure
dierence between the ventricles and the aorta, resulting in decreased stroke volume.
The human physiology and exercise also have an eect on the stroke volume. For
example, men and athletes have statistically higher stroke volume. [12]
The heart has a conduction system ensuring the right order and ecient contraction of the atria and ventricles.

Sinoatrial (SA) node regulates heart rate by

generating electrical impulses that cause the heart to contract.

The impulses are

spontaneous based on baroreex, thermoregulation, hormones, sleep-wake cycle,
meals, physical activity and stress. [12]
Heart rate variability (HRV) is the variation of consecutive beat-to-beat (b2b)
intervals. It is caused by the regulation of the heart's contraction frequency due to
the ANS and hormones. It indicates the heart's ability to respond to stimuli such as
breathing, exercise, stress, diseases or sleep [13]. Sympathetic activity decreases the
b2b time intervals, increasing the heart rate, while parasympathetic activity does the
opposite. HRV can be used to measure relaxation and stress levels during a stable
physical condition such as sleep [13].
detects beats, e.g.

It can be calculated with any method that

electrocardiography (electrical), ballistocardiography (mechan-

ical) or photoplethysmography (optical).

HRV can be analyzed by time-domain,

frequency-domain, geometric- or non-linear methods.

The most commonly used

time-domain methods are SDNN, pNN50 and RMSSD. [14][13] Frequency-domain
methods reveal information about the HRV frequency spectra which can be divided
into frequency bands.

High frequency (HF) HRV correlates to parasympathetic

activity and relaxation. Its frequency band is between 0.15 - 0.4 Hz as in relaxation
the heart is able to react to changes quickly. Low frequency (LF) HRV relates to
sympathetic activity and stress. [13][15] The LF band is in 0.05 - 0.15 Hz range and
expresses the slow HRV changes. The very low frequency (VLF) band is in 0.0003
- 0.04 Hz range. VLF HRV activity has been associated with long-term regulatory
mechanisms. The VLF band and ultra low frequency (ULF) band (0.0001 - 0.0003
Hz) are minor components of the HRV. [16][17]
HRV can be expressed as a relation of its HF and the LF components.
HF/LF-ratio increases during relaxation and decreases during stress.

The

The ratio

indicates the balance between sympathetic and parasympathetic activity [18][19].
It can be used as a parameter in automatic sleep staging systems [20][21][22].
Respiration indirectly modulates HRV. [3] To extract the respiratory eect, HRV
can be further scaled with respiratory depth. The respiratory system is explained
in the next section.
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2.1.3

Respiratory System

The respiratory system can be divided into the upper and lower airways, the lungs
and the muscles of respiration. The system is responsible for the exchange of oxygen
and carbon dioxide in the body through ventilation (breathing). Ventilation consists
of two phases: inhalation and exhalation. Inhalation delivers oxygenated air into the
lungs and exhalation is responsible for the outgassing of carbon dioxide. Anatomy
of the respiratory system is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3:

Anatomy of the respiratory system. [23]

The upper airway includes the upper part of the body starting from the neck.
The two entrances into the upper airway are the nasal vestibule (nose) and the
oral cavity (mouth). In normal breathing, the air goes through the nasal vestibule
where it is moisturized, warmed up and ltered of particles. The oral cavity is the
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secondary opening of the respiratory tract. It can supplement or temporarily replace
the nasal cavity. The shorter length and larger diameter of the oral cavity allows
more air to travel through. However, the ltering, moisturizing and warming up is
not as ecient due to the lack of hairs, mucus and the short length of the cavity.
Both of the cavities meet up at the pharynx (throat), from where the air continues
through the trachea and into the lower airway. [24]
The lower airway starts after the neck and includes the thorax region of the body.
After the trachea, the airway enters into the bronchi and splits into two branches
leading into the right and left lung. The bronchi eventually splits into many smaller
branches called bronchioles.

While the bronchi walls are covered with cartilage,

the bronchiole cavities are surrounded by smooth muscle making them exible and
contractile.

The bronchioles lead into millions of millimeter sized alveoli (small

sacs). Oxygen diuses through the hollow cavity of the sac into the capillaries and
carbon dioxide diuses back into the alveoli. The pulmonary circulation brings in
the carbon dioxide produced by the body and delivers the oxygen into the system.
Diusion is passive due to the concentration dierence of the gases on the opposite
sides of the porous wall. Inhaled air has a higher concentration of oxygen compared
to the level in the body. This results in oxygen ow into the veins in order to balance
the concentration dierence. The carbon dioxide diuses from capillaries into the
alveoli by the same principle. [24]
Muscles around the lungs force the air in and out during breathing.

The di-

aphragm is a thin sheet of skeletal muscle surrounding the lungs. It is supported
by the smaller intercostal muscles between the ribs. Contraction of the diaphragm
expands the space around the lungs, creating a space of negative pressure.

This

pressure allows the lungs to expand, lling the empty space and allowing more air
to enter through inhalation. The relaxation of the diaphragm contracts the lungs
and forces the air out. This initiates the exhalation period. Exhaled air exits the
body through the respiratory tract. [24]
One respiratory cycle consists of inhalation followed by exhalation. Respiratory
rate is measured by the amount of breaths in a minute. Respiratory rate variability
(RRV) represents the variation of consecutive respiratory time intervals. Respiratory
depth (Rdepth) is the relative volume of air passing through lungs in one respiratory
cycle. The respiratory minute volume (V) can be calculated from the RR and Rdepth
according to Equation 2.

V = RR ∗ Rdepth

(2)

In a stationary state, a decrease of the RR is followed by an increase of the
Rdepth to keep the total air ow in balance. Respiration is unconsciously controlled
by the ANS during sleep.

Dominant sympathetic activity increases the Rdepth

and RRV. Parasympathetic activity has the opposite eect. Breathing modulates
the detected stroke volume of the heart.

[25] This makes it possible to measure

respiration indirectly from the stroke volume variation. The characteristics of the
respiratory and cardiac events can be used in sleep analysis.
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2.2

Sleep Analysis

Around one third of our lifetime is spent asleep.
relaxation and recovery of the body and mind.
does not get enough sleep [2].

[26] Sleep is important for the

However, third of the population

Insucient sleep quality and quantity can have a

severe impact on health. Sleep analysis is important for the detection and treatment
of the sleep problems. In this section, sleep physiology is explained and two analysis
methods for sleep are presented.

2.2.1

Sleep Physiology

Sleep is a stable state in which mobility, consciousness and sensitivity to environment
stimuli are reduced. [3] The body relaxes and recovers both physically and mentally.
The mind processes the experiences of the day and consolidates memory. Muscle
tension decreases and skeletal muscles have time to relax and recover. Body activity,
i.e. blood pressure, heart rate, metabolism and body temperature, drops in sleep.
Sleep is also regulated by hormones. For example, melatonin secretion increases in
the evening and causes tiredness. [27]
Sleep-wake cycle follows the circadian system according to Figure 4. The circadian system acts as the biological clock of humans [26]. The sleep-wake regulation
can be expressed as a two-process model.

Figure 4:

Two-process model for sleep regulation.

drive which promotes sleep.
wakefulness.

Process S is the homeostatic

Process C is the circadian drive which maintains

[26] Sleep occurs when the level of S is high and the level of C is

low. The need for sleep slowly increases during the day and decreases during the
night.
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Sleep consists of continuous cycles of phases that can be categorized based on
the prevalent body activities. A normal night of a healthy and young adult usually
consists of up to ve 90 minute long sleep cycles. Irregular cycles may be a symptom
of a sleep disorder. [26]
Sleep stages were rst categorized with electroencephalography (EEG) in the
1930s, when it was discovered that the depth of sleep varies. Rapid eye movement
(REM) sleep was characterized in 1953 and the CNS activity was divided in REM
sleep, non-REM (NREM) sleep and wakefulness [28]. NREM sleep was later categorized into three levels based on the depth of sleep. Light sleep was divided into N1
and N2 stages. Deep sleep was dened as N3 sleep. The sleep stages were identied
by variations in the EEG brain wave patterns, by eye movement detection with
electro-occulography (EOG) and by muscle tension with electromyography (EMG).
[3][26] In this thesis, a four-category sleep staging is used: light sleep, deep sleep,
REM sleep and wakefulness.
Every sleep cycle contains light sleep. During this phase, the body responds to
external stimuli easily.

Arousals and awakenings during this period are common.

Arousals lead to less than one minute of wakefulness whereas wakefulness after an
awakening can last for a longer time. Light sleep can be divided into two stages. The
rst stage (N1) is a transition from an awakening into the second stage of light sleep.
It occurs after an arousal and only lasts for a couple of minutes at a time. Around
2-5 % of total sleep time is spent in N1 sleep. During this time the muscles start to
relax. Spontaneous muscle contractions and slow eye movement can be experienced.
Most of the sleep consists of the second stage of light sleep (N2). In this stage, the
muscles are already relaxed and eye movements stop. Healthy adults spend around
50 % of the total sleep time in light sleep. [27] Light sleep can be considered as a
transition period between REM sleep, deep sleep and wakefulness.
The sleep cycle starts with a deep sleep period. It accounts for around 25 % of
the total sleep time. The most ecient physical relaxation and recovery of the body
takes place during deep sleep. The periods are longer in the rst sleep cycles of the
night when the body is still physically tired. It is dicult to wake up from deep sleep
as stimuli from the environment have a decreased eect on person. Sleepwalking may
occur during this stage. Deep sleep is mostly controlled by PNS activity. Breathing
stabilizes, heart rate slows down and muscle tension drops. [29] The HF component
of HRV increases while LF HRV drops. [27]
REM (rapid eye movement) sleep is dened as the last phase of a sleep cycle.
Around 25 % of total sleep time consists of REM sleep. It enhances the relaxation of
the mind and contributes to memory consolidation and creativity. Most of dreaming
happens in this stage. REM sleep resembles wakefulness in many ways. SNS activity
is dominant, blood pressure and heart rate increases and the motor/sensory area of
the brain is active. Cerebral blood ow and metabolism are increased. The LF HRV
increases and breathing pattern becomes more irregular compared to light or deep
sleep. [30][31][32][33] REM sleep can be identied by rapid eye movements during
vivid dreams and decreased muscle tension compared to wakefulness. Normally it
is not possible to move during this time as the neuronal connection between brain
and most muscles is blocked.

Less than one percent of seizures happen during
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REM sleep. [34] The paralyzed skeletal muscles also prevent the acting of dreams.
Involuntary phasic movements can interrupt the paralysism mechanism and REM
behavior disorder (RBD) is a sleep disease which enables muscle activity during
REM phase. [26][3].
Arousals are irregular events that are caused by disruptions of the sleep.

Re-

adjustment of the body position and posture, or a stimuli from the environment
lead to arousals. They are rare in deep sleep and usually happen during the light
sleep period. However, they can also happen in other sleep stages. They are not
consciously noticed by the person in sleep.

A wake-up from sleep is called an

awakening. It is a conscious period that can be remembered also in the morning.
An awakening is caused by a stronger stimuli than an arousal.

The awakening

periods are categorized as wakefulness. They usually last for at least a few minutes.
Sympathetic activity is dominant during wakefulness but voluntary actions are
possible. Respiratory rate and depth have been reported to be low in wakefulness
[35][36]. Respiratory rate variability and the low frequency component of HRV is
higher in wakefulness than in sleep. [37]
The sleep stages can be temporally categorized in a hypnogram as shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5:

A visually scored sleep stage prole (hypnogram) from a PSG recording.

The sleep stages are categorized as wakefulness (W), REM sleep (R), light sleep (N1
and N2) and deep sleep (N3).
Physical, mental and environmental variables dene the sleep prole structure
between individuals. Age, gender, tness, health, stress, fatigue and room temperature can have an eect on the quality of sleep. The dierences in sleep structure
due to gender are easiest to notice in adults. The menstrual cycle and pregnancy
aect sleep. Women experience increased sleepiness during pregnancy and the rst
months after giving birth.

Sleep eciency and the portion of sleep spent in each

sleep stage dier between infants, children, adults and elderly people. The circadian
rhythm stabilizes, continuous sleep periods become longer and the need of sleep per
day decreases with age, until adulthood.

Aging has also been reported to reduce

the deep sleep portion of sleep [38]. Infants require 16-18 hours of sleep per day but
continuous sleep only lasts for 2.5-4 hours at a time [26]. Adults require around 7-9
hours of sleep per day.

Elderly people experience frequent arousals and the time

spent awake after an arousal increases.
Falling asleep is easier during specic times of the circadian rhythm.
dened by the habitual sleep cycles.

This is

If falling a sleep is prolonged, it can take
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another 90 minutes (the time of a sleep cycle) to feel tired again.

Additionally,

the person feels more alert in the morning if waking-up happens from a light sleep
instead of deep sleep. It is possible to improve sleeping habits with the information
from the sleep analysis. In the following sections, two methods for sleep analysis are
explained.

2.2.2

Polysomnography

PSG is an invasive multi-device sleep analysis system.

It consists of devices and

electrodes that are attached around the body [39]. The sleep related body functions
are measured overnight.

The PSG system was developed over the last century

when sleep was studied as an active event for the rst time.

Electroencephalog-

raphy (EEG) measurements were shown to correlate with NREM sleep in 1937
[40].

Electromyography (EMG) and electro-oculography (EOG) were added later

to provide more information about sleep. PSG was rst applied to study patients
with sleep problems in the 1960s. Universal rules to dene sleep stages with PSG
were developed by Rechtshaen and Kales in 1968 [41].

These rules remained as

the standard for 40 years until the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM)
released an updated and more comprehensive manual for scoring sleep stages [39].
[30]
A standard PSG equipment consists of EEG, EMG, EOG and electrocardiography (ECG) electrodes, respiratory belts, pulse-oximeter and nasal prongs. Additional devices can be added into the system if necessary. Electrodes for leg movement
or transcutaneous

CO2

measurement can be included.

Video or audio recording

may be used for sleep behaviour assessment and snoring detection. Commonly used
methods in PSG recording are listed in Table 1. [30]

Table 1:

PSG methods for sleep measurement.
Measures

Identies

EEG

brain activity

sleep stages

EOG

eye movement

REM, wake

mandibular muscle activity

REM, wake

arterial oxygen saturation

desaturation

breathing pattern

apnea, hypopnea

breathing eort

apnea type

heart rate

arrhythmias

muscle activity of legs

movement, posture

Method

EMG (chin)
Oximetry
Nasal Prongs
Respiratory Belts
ECG
EMG (leg)

EEG measures electrical activity of the brain. It is used as the primary method
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for sleep staging. Sucient detection of the EEG signal requires accurate placement
of the electrodes. They are attached onto the body with collodion or paste. The
AASM manual lists various placement methods.

The electrodes are traditionally

positioned on the scalp according to the international 10 - 20 electrode placement
system for sleep [39]. At least two electrodes and a reference electrode are placed on
each side of the brain. Six electrodes is the minimum for an EEG measurement with
PSG but the amount of used electrodes may be higher. However, only signals from
two electrodes are primarily used in the sleep analysis. The EEG signal oscillation
frequency diers in sleep and this can be used to categorize the sleep stages. The
EEG signal consists of low amplitude mixed-frequency waves in N1 sleep.

N2

sleep is characterized by sleep spindles and K-complexes. N3 sleep consists of high
amplitude slow-wave signal. REM sleep is more dicult to detect with EEG due to
desynchronized brain wave activity. [30]
EOG assists in determining REM sleep and wakefulness periods. Two electrodes
are traditionally placed 1 cm over the right eye and 1 cm under the left eye respectively.

The EOG electrodes detect vertical and lateral eye movements that

are present only in REM and wakefulness. Bursts of rapid eye movements can be
detected during the dreams in REM sleep. [30]
EMG is used to measure the muscle tension.

Muscle tension can be used to

distinguish the sleep stages in addition to EEG and EOG. It is the highest in
wakefulness and reduces gradually with the depth of sleep.
the lowest in REM sleep due to muscle paralysis.

The muscle tone is

Mandibular muscle tension is

detected by EMG electrodes that are placed on the submental part of the face.
Movement and body position can be detected by EMG electrodes placed near the
anterior muscles of the legs.

The sleep stages are scored visually from the EEG,

EOG and mandibular EMG signals. [30]
The cardiac activity is detected by ECG. It measures the electrical impulses
that control the function of the heart. The ECG pulse consists of a QRS-complex
as presented in Figure 6. Heart beats are identied by the R spikes and the beatto-beat time can be calculated from the subsequent R-R intervals. In PSG, the HR
and HRV are not traditionally used in sleep staging. However, they are useful in
the detection of cardiac diseases such as arrhythmias.
Respiratory belts and nasal prongs give information on breathing.

The belts

detect the respiratory eort that is caused by the movement of thorax and abdomen
during breathing. Thorax belt is attached around the chest and abdomen belt covers
the abdominal area. The belts contain a conducting wire. The impedance of the
wire changes depending on the tightness of the belt. Inhalation causes stretching
of the wire and exhalation loosens the belt.
the electric signal maxima and minima.

These events can be detected from

Respiratory rate can be extracted from

the time intervals between subsequent maxima.

The abdomen belt supports the

measurement by giving additional information on the breathing pattern and the
function of the lungs. It can be used to assist in identifying the deepness of sleep.
Reduced rib cage movement and increased upper airway resistance are a result of
a decreased muscle tone. Movement and posture changes cause disturbances in the
measurement by causing signicant changes in the signal amplitude. The belts may
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Figure 6:

The pulse form of one heart beat from an ECG recording. The pulse is

noted by letters from P to T.

become inaccurate after a movement period and need to be manually re-calibrated.
[30]
Nasal prongs include a pressure sensor for nasal air ow measurement and a
sensor for detecting
during exhalation.

CO2

level.

The air ow

and hypopnea detection.

CO2 level is low during inhalation
and CO2 level measurements are used

The

and high
in apnea

An apnea event is identied by a cessation of air ow

associated with a decrease in the oxygen saturation level.

Hypopnea includes a

partial limitation of air ow associated to an arousal or oxygen desaturation. Snoring
can be detected from the turbulence of the air ow. The air ow measurement can
also give information on the sleep stages.

For example, airway irritations don't

trigger the cough reex in REM sleep. [30]
Transcutaneous

CO2

level can be measured by an additional electrode.

electrode is heated and placed on the skin to measure the
diusing through.

CO2

The

level of the air

A nger pulse-oximeter is an optical method to measure the

arterial oxygen saturation.

Infrared light is transmitted through the skin with a

specic wavelength. Depending on the wavelength of the transmitted light, pulsation
and the oxygen saturation of haemoglobin in the arteries can be measured. [30]
PSG can be categorized by four levels depending on the extensiveness of the
study. Level IV is the most comprehensive recording and requires measurement in
a sleep laboratory with the most sensors. Level I recording contains only the basic
sensors and may be performed unattended. [42][43] However, PSG doesn't t well
for regular use.

PSG recordings at home are often too complicated to perform.

Portable PSG systems have been developed to allow exible movement in and out
of the bed while the recording is ongoing. However, proper electrode placement and
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attachment requires a skilled sleep technician.

A portable PSG system tested by

the author of this thesis is presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7:

Portable PSG equipment.

Actigraphy based measurements using an accelerometer have been traditionally
used as a substitute for PSG measurement at home. However, the method is very
sensitive to movement and is inaccurate in detecting the cardiac and respiratory signals. Separating low-activity tasks from sleep requires more sophisticated methods.
[44][45]
PSG provides clinically valuable information but it is an expensive and obtrusive
method [3].

PSG equipment costs tens of thousands of euros.

The recording is

limited to a single night.

The study expenses for the individual can be closer

to a thousand euros [46].

The laboratory environment and multiple devices and

electrodes attached around the body creates discomfort for the patient. While the
sleep analysis may be accurate, the results often do not correspond to a normal night
of sleep. Sleep scoring is still done visually by skilled sleep technicians and thus the
analysis is very time consuming. The traditional sleep scoring rules have limitations
especially when scoring patients with sleep disorders. The analysis is subjective and
results may vary depending on the technician. However, automated sleep scoring
methods are not good enough to replace visual sleep scoring. The EEG, EOG and
EMG signals are complicated and artefacts in them can be misinterpreted.
signal quality is often a problem due to electrode xation.

The

Especially REM and

wakefulness is dicult to distinguish with automated systems. [47]
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PSG sleep analysis based solely on cardiac and respiratory measurements has also
been studied [45]. The cardiorespiratory analysis provides a possibility to measure
sleep unobtrusively.

A method for non-invasive sleep analysis is presented in the

next section.

2.2.3

Ballistocardiography

BCG is a method for the measurement of the mechanical forces originating from
the body. [48] This phenomenon was rst studied in 1877 by Gordon and further
investigated through the 1900s century [49]. However, BCG was not accurate enough
for medical use until recent improvements in the signal processing methods.

The

new ways to assess BCG signal have produced reliable results when compared with
the traditional ECG measurements. [50]
In a stationary state, primary mechanical forces acting on the body originate
from the heart and circulation of blood. [51] Beating of the heart is a cyclic event
that is detectable. The BCG measurement is physiologically based on the Newton's
laws of motion. [52] According to the second law of motion, the contraction of the
heart arteries creates a force on blood mass and causes it to accelerate. The artery
walls force blood to circulate and turn. According to Newton's third law of motion,
the accelerating blood and the function of the heart causes a counter force of the
same magnitude but in the opposing direction. This force causes a recoil eect on
the body that can be visualized in a ballistocardiogram as seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8:

Ballistocardiogram. The BCG pulse is noted with letters from H to N.

The BCG pulse starts when the atria contract, right before the ventricular
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contraction.

The pulse wave maxima and minima are denoted with letters from

H to N. The H-K waves form the ventricular systole and L-N waves occur during
the diastole which corresponds to the relaxation of the heart [48]. It is sometimes
possible to identify weaker F and G waves at the start of the systole and an O wave at
the end of the diastole. [53][54] The waves of the BCG pulse are a combination of the
forces created by the heart and blood ow. Due to this, it can be dicult to relate
individual waves to specic physiological events. The mechanical characteristics of
the body vary individually causing dierences in the resulting BCG pulse. [53] The
I wave occurs right after the ventricular systole. It is mainly caused by the recoil
eect from blood accelerating into the aorta. Blood ow towards the head causes
a recoil force towards the legs.

When the aorta arcs downwards, the direction of

blood changes. This creates a recoil force towards the head and is seen as a strong
J wave in the ballistocardiogram. K-wave is assumed to be caused primarily due to
the deceleration of blood ow in the systemic circulation. The interpretation of the
diastolic L-, M- and N- waves is more uncertain. It is presumed that they are mainly
caused by blood ow direction changes in the peripheral circulation. Diastolic lling
of atria and blood ow back into the heart has only a small impact on the diastolic
waves.

[55] Due to respiratory eect, the I and J waves normally have increased

amplitude during inspiration and decreased amplitude during expiration. [48] The
sum of all waves roughly represents the relative stroke volume of the heart.

The

ballistocardiogram is usually measured in a way that the forces towards the head
are seen as a rising wave and the forces towards the legs show as a decreasing wave
in the graph. [54]
The magnitude of the forces can be measured as vectors in one direction at a
time. Ballistocardiographic forces acting into the longitudinal direction of the body
are the strongest and thus easiest to detect.

The noise from the environment is

small in a stationary state compared to the amplitude of the BCG pulse.

BCG

devices usually measure only the longitudinal component. Three dimensional BCG
is still an evolving research area. [56][50] Movement artifacts cause complications
for BCG measurement.

Bed or chair systems produce better results compared

to ambulatory systems as the subject is generally in still position.

In bed, the

whole body is longitudinally positioned, further improving the accuracy of singleaxis measurements. [50]
In addition to the cardiac events, BCG can be used to detect respiration. Breathing modulates the stroke volume of the heart which is related to the BCG pulse
amplitude, as previously explained.

The amplitude sum of pulse waves is higher

during inspiration and lower during expiration. Respiratory rate can be extracted
from the pulse modulation.

Respiratory depth is related to the amplitude of the

BCG pulse.
BCG enables accurate and non-invasive measurement of the cardiac and respiratory events in a stationary state, i.e. during sleep or rest [57][58][4][5]. Unobtrusive
BCG techniques for automatic sleep stage classication have provided good results in
continuous home sleep monitoring [20]. The detected cardiac and respiratory events
give information about the sleep quality.

HRV has been important parameter in

BCG sleep analysis to distinguish between sleep stages [20][21].

It has also been
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widely used in the assessment of the autonomic activity and relaxation during sleep
[20][59][60]. The eects of sleep on heart rate, respiration and movement activity can
also be detected with BCG [3][44][46]. The forces caused by the physical movement
of the body can be clearly identied in the BCG measurement. Excessive movement
during sleep can be related to sleep problems.
The dierences between individuals must be taken into account.

The typical

HRV level can vary between individuals [15]. In previous studies young women were
found to have lower LF HRV than men of same age [61][62][7]. Age and body weight
have an eect on the BCG measurement [51]. Aging has been reported to reduce
both HF and LF HRV [63][64][65].
A wide variety of dierent sensors have been recently used in bed-based BCG
systems. The implementations include static charge sensitive bed (SCBS) [4], pressure sensors [66][67], lm-type force sensors [68] load cells in the legs of the bed [69],
microbend ber optic sensor [70][71][72], EMFi sensors [73], piezoelectric lm sensors
[74], polyvinylidene uoride (PVDF) sensors [75], strain gauges [76], pneumatic [77]
and hydraulic [78] sensors. Sensor systems with multiple arrays of sensors have also
been studied [79][80].
Accelerometers have also been commonly used in BCG applications [50].

Ca-

pacitive sensors have superior performance in the low frequency range compared to
piezoelectric or piezoresistive sensors. Resolution of less than 100

µm can be achieved

with the Murata SCA61T accelerometer that was utilized in the BCG device for this
study. High signal resolution and low noise level of the sensor provides advantages
in use for sleep analysis. [81] Other commercial BCG based sleep analysis products

TM Sleep Monitor [83] and Beurer SE 80

include Beddit Sleep Tracker [82], Emt QS

SleepExpert [84]. PSG is still used in clinical testing but the BCG products provide
an easy way to track sleep over a longer period of time.
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3

Measurements

The aim of this study was to evaluate usability and performance of an accelerometer
based BCG method for sleep analysis.

This was done by validating the output

parameters of the BCG sensor and dening a way to detect sleep stages.

The

measurements included selection of test subjects, equipment setup and the data
processing methods.

3.1

Subjects

The study protocol along with other necessary information was submitted to the
Ethical Committee of the Hospital District of the South-Western Finland.

The

committee granted a permission to start the study. All test subjects were informed
about the study in oral and written form and they signed a written informed consent
before participating. The principles of informed consent in the current edition of the
Declaration of Helsinki were implemented. The subjects were aware of their right
to withdraw from the study at any time.
A preliminary sleep habit questionnaire was used to select subjects that t the
test criteria.

The questionnaire form is presented in Appendix A. Only healthy

individuals were included. Subjects suering from sleep problems or sleep diseases
were excluded. Excessive caeine or alcohol usage was another exclusion criteria.
Subjects consuming on average more than 600 mg caeine or more than 1,5/3 doses
(females/males) of alcohol per day were excluded.
of alcohol.

One dose equals to 11-14 g

Subjects using medication with CNS eects (mood changes, anxiety,

dizziness, sleep disturbance) were left out of the test.

Also people with tendency

to heavy snoring, grinding of teeth or restless legs syndrome (RLS) in sleep were
excluded. RLS was screened with the International Restless Legs Syndrome Study
Group rating scale (IRLS) [85]. The IRLS form is presented in Appendix C. Subjects
with a score of 3 or higher were excluded.
Total of 20 test subjects were included in the study. 15 young and healthy male
adults aged between 18 and 35 years were chosen. The rest consisted of two over 35
year old males and three female subjects. Two of the females were between 18 and
35 years of age and one was over 35 years old. The last ve subjects were chosen to
get results on subjects with varying age and sex.
The tests were conducted in the sleep laboratory of the University of Turku.
The subjects were instructed to not use alcohol or medication aecting sleep 24
hours before the study and caeine (coee, tea, other caeine containing beverages,
chocolate) 8 hours before the study. Sleep was recorded with BCG and PSG methods
simultaneously. The equipment setup per subject took approximately 5 minutes for
BCG and one hour for PSG. Each subject slept for 6 to 8 hours in the sleep laboratory
bedroom. A night nurse was present for the whole duration of the test.
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3.2

Equipment

Murata SCA11H BCG Sensor Node was used as the BCG measurement device [86].
The BCG node (83.7 mm x 40.7 mm x 17.6 mm) consists of Murata SCA10H
BCG Sensor Module, WiFi module and a power cord. The module includes Murata
SCA61T accelerometer and a microprocessor.

The analog one-axis accelerometer

operates at 1 kHz sampling frequency and detects the
a resolution of 90
mode.
output.

µg.

±

1 mg BCG signal with

The BCG node has two modes: raw data mode and BCG

In the raw data mode, the detected acceleration signal is reported as the
In the BCG mode, the acceleration signal is further processed with an

intelligent algorithm in real time. The BCG algorithm reports multiple parameters
at 1 Hz frequency.

The output parameters in BCG mode are timestamp, heart

rate, respiratory rate, relative cardiac stroke volume, heart rate variability, signal
strength, bed occupancy status and beat-to-beat intervals. The WiFi module sends
the output data wirelessly onto a PC or a server. Two BCG nodes were attached
under the bed mattress as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9:

Two BCG nodes placed longitudinally near the right edge of the bed,

under the bed mattress.

One node was congured in raw data mode to report acceleration signal at 1 kHz
sampling frequency. The other node was in BCG mode to report the processed data
at 1 Hz frequency. Both nodes were congured to a local network through a router.
BCG demo software was used to receive and store the reported data on a PC.
The node set in BCG mode was rst calibrated. Unoccupied calibration detects
the characteristic noise level of the bed and the environment.
excluded from the detected BCG signal.

The noise can be

Occupied bed calibration was done for

each test subject individually. Occupied calibration sets the minimum and maximum
signal amplitude limits for the BCG signal. The calibration process lasted for one
minute. During the calibration, the subject was lying still in supine position near
the left edge of the bed, at the furthest possible distance from the BCG nodes.
The BCG signal strength depends on the distance between the body and the sensor
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due to the damping caused by the soft bed structure. Calibration in the non-ideal
position guaranteed good BCG signal detection accuracy. A block diagram of the
BCG equipment setup is presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10:

Block diagram of the BCG equipment setup. The BCG nodes send the

signal over a wireless network. The signal is received and stored by the respective
BCG demo software on PC.

®;

The PSG equipment consisted of EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG electrodes (Embla

®; Medcare Flaga hf. Medical Devices, Reykjavik, Iceland), TCM4 radiome®
®
ter (Radiometer ; Copenhagen, Denmark), nger-probe pulse oximeter (Nonin ;
®
Medair, Delsbo, Sweden) and nasal prongs (Nonin ; Medair, Delsbo, Sweden). The
Medcare Flaga hf.

Medical Devices, Reykjavik, Iceland), two respiratory belts

(Embla

nasal prongs were attached to a pressure sensor.

®

All devices were inserted into a

connector unit which was built into the Embla/Somnologica

system (Medcare

Flaga hf. Medical Devices). A block diagram of the PSG equipment setup can be
seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11:

Block diagram of the PSG equipment setup. PSG devices send signals

through the connector unit into the Embla/Somnologica software.
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Four EEG electrodes (C3/A2, C4/A1, O1/A2, O2/A1) and two reference electrodes were attached on the test subject's scalp according to the AASM standards.
The electrodes measured brain activity at 200 Hz sample frequency.

Two EOG

electrodes were placed 1 cm over the right eye and 1 cm under under the left eye
respectively. The electrodes measured eye movements at 200 Hz sample frequency.
An EMG electrode and a reference electrode were attached on the sides of the chin.
The electrodes measured mandibular muscle tension at 200 Hz sample frequency.
Three ECG electrodes were attached on the chest, including a reference electrode.
The electrodes measured the cardiac input signal at 200 Hz sample frequency. Nasal
prongs were attached under the nose. The prongs included a pressure sensor for nasal
air ow and end-tidal
tidal

CO2

CO2

measurements. Air ow was detected at 200 Hz and end-

at 100 Hz sample frequency. Finger-probe pulse oximeter was attached

on the left index nger.

It measured arterial oxygen saturation at 1 Hz sample

frequency. Respiratory belts were attached around the thorax and abdomen. The
belts detected movement of the thorax and abdomen at 50 Hz sample frequency.
Transcutaneous

CO2

was measured using TCM4 device. After cleansing the skin
◦
with alcohol, the sensor was heated to 43 C and attached on the upper part of the
chest. Paste and tape was used to keep all the electrodes and devices attached to
the body. A completed PSG equipment setup on the thesis author can be seen in
Figure 12.

Figure 12:

Completed PSG equipment setup on a subject. The abdomen belt was

not included.
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Before each recording, the TCM4 sensor was calibrated by ushing it in gas
containing 5% concentration of

CO2 .

Other PSG devices were calibrated manually

with a multi-step procedure. The test subject was instructed to control breathing,
mandibular tension and eye movements in the calibration procedure.

Sucient

® software was used to record the PSG signals from a

electrode attachment was conrmed with an impedance check on all the channels.
The Embla/Somnologica
total of 18 channels.

The BCG software recorded the signals from the two BCG

nodes. All recordings were started simultaneously when the test subject attempted
to start sleeping. The recordings were nished in the morning when the test subject
woke up.

The PSG raw data was extracted from the software in European data

format (.edf ). Both of the BCG les were in text le format (.txt).
Sleep stages were visually scored in 30 second epochs by a sleep technician. The
data from EEG, EOG and EMG channels was used in the scoring.

The scoring

was done according to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) criteria
[39]. Sleep onset was determined by the appearance of the rst 30 second epoch of
sleep. Sleep latency was dened as the period from the beginning of the recording to
sleep onset. The end of the sleep period was dened by the nal arousal leading to
wakefulness. Sleep eciency was expressed as the percentage of total sleep time in
the sleep period. Continuous arousals lasting for over 50% of one epoch were scored

® software.

as wakefulness. Episodes of arterial oxyhaemoglobin desaturation of 4% or more per
hour (ODI4 ) were calculated with the Embla/Somnologica

®

The apnea-

hypopnea index (AHI) was visually determined using the Embla/Somnologica

software and criteria of the AASM. Sleep stages, arousals, wakefulness periods,
apneas, hypopneas and their timestamps for the whole duration of the recording
were saved in an excel le.
The results from the PSG recording were summarized in a sleep report.
report was sent to each test subject personally.
evaluation of the slept night in the morning.

The

Each subject lled a personal

The form is presented in Appendix

B. The sleep questionnaire, IRSL-form and written consent along with the recorded
data were stored in a PC. The data was protected by a password known only by the
research group.

3.3

Methods

All test data was anonymous. Subject's name, social security number or exact birth
date was not included in the analysis. EDF browser software was used to convert
the PSG data into .txt format. The main le was further split into separate les so
that each le contained the signal from one device.
Respiratory and cardiac function were measured with multiple PSG devices. Single respiratory and cardiac signals needed to be chosen as the reference to the BCG
measurement. The choice was made based on the signal quality and informativeness.
The cardiac function was measured by ECG and pulse-oximeter. The pulse-oximeter
measurement provided less information and the signal quality was worse compared
to the ECG measurement. Due to this, the ECG measurement was chosen as the
reference for BCG heart rate and heart rate variability parameters.

The thorax
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and abdomen belts, nasal prongs and TCM4 sensor provided information about
respiration.

Nasal prongs data was excluded as the respiratory signal was very

weak when the subject was breathing through the mouth.

The prongs were also

easily dislocated during the night. The TCM4 signal represented transcutaneously
measured capillary partial pressure of

CO2

level. The device was excluded due to

indirect measurement of respiration and inaccurate display of the breathing pattern
when compared to the respiratory belts. The thorax belt provided better respiratory
signal compared to the abdomen belt. The abdomen belt is mainly used to provide
support information for apnea detection. It was not chosen as the reference as only
the respiratory parameters were relevant in this test. The respiratory signal from
thorax belt had the best quality as the device was located closest to the lungs.
Thus, the thorax belt was chosen as the reference device for BCG respiratory rate,
respiratory rate variability and respiratory depth parameters. It was later discovered
that the signal amplitude was highly dependant on the tightness of the belt. The
amplitude varied between individuals and during the night depending on the posture
of the body. Due to this, the respiratory depth could not be accurately measured
with PSG and was left out of BCG parameter validation.
An automated software was developed with Matlab (R2015b) to post-process the
gathered data and analyze the results. The structure of the software is presented
in Figure 13. The software takes BCG and PSG signals as inputs for processing,
calculates the respiratory and cardiac parameters for both measurement methods,
synchronizes the data, compares the BCG and PSG parameters together and saves
the results in a le. The measurements are categorized as an index based on the
test subject and processed individually. Compiled results from the whole data are
calculated afterwards.

Figure 13:

Structure of the automated software. BCG acceleration signal a), PSG

thorax belt signal b), PSG ECG signal c) and PSG sleep stages d) were processed
separately. All signals were synchronized before the result analysis.
The BCG acceleration signal was taken as the rst input for the software.

A

sample of the signal can be seen in Figure 14. The optimal signal amplitude range
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for respiration and heart rate detection varied during the night depending on the
test subject's position in the bed. Thus, the calibration done at the test site before
the test did not always represent the optimal body state during the sleep.

Due

to this, post-calibration was performed for the acceleration data. The calibration
was done for each hour of the data individually.

The calibration process dened

the optimal parameters to be used for the signal processing. Six parameters were
dened:

'scale', 'signal high', 'signal low', 'min amplitude' and 'typ amplitude'.

'Scale' sets the signal amplication.

'Signal high' sets the maximum limit of the

BCG signal strength. If the signal strength exceeds this limit, it will be detected as
movement. 'Signal low' sets the minimum limit of the BCG signal strength. The
bed will be dened as empty if the signal strength is lower than the minimum level.
Signal strength between these limits indicate that the person is laying still in the
bed. 'Min amplitude' denes the minimum signal amplitude produced by a heart
beat. 'Typ amplitude' sets the typical heart beat amplitude range. The heart beats
will not be detected if the signal strength falls too far out of the typical range. The
optimal calibration parameters for the whole measurement were dened as a median
from the hourly calibration parameters.

Figure 14:

Sample of the BCG acceleration signal. The sample includes 10 BCG

pulses.
The acceleration data was processed through the same algorithm as in the BCG
node processor.

The BCG algorithm calculates the timestamp, HR, RR, relative

SV, HRV, signal strength, status, and beat-to-beat values (b2b) from the signal.
The values are calculated for each second of the data (1 Hz sample frequency).
Timestamp is presented in seconds, HR value is in beats per minute and RR value
is in breaths per minute. The HRV and b2b values are in milliseconds.
Short sections of the acceleration data had been lost in the transmission from
the BCG node to PC. This happened due to the weak network of the router. The
data loss caused a slight timestamp error. The timestamps from the second BCG
node le were used as a reference to correct the error. The processed and corrected
data was saved and specied by the test index.
The BCG data was further processed.
components.

HRV was divided into HF and LF

HF HRV was calculated from the b2b values.

The BCG algorithm
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output b2b values were rst processed based on how much they diered from the
output HR. If dierence was greater than 150 ms, the original b2b value was replaced
by a ltered value relative to the output HR of the BCG algorithm. This process
corrected most cases where a heart beat had been left undetected or an extra beat
had been detected incorrectly. An exponential lowpass (lp) lter, shown in Equation
3, was used to further lter the values.

y(t) = (1 − k) ∗ y(t − 1) + k ∗ x(t),
where

k

is the lter constant.

The lter constant can vary between 0 and 1.

It denes how much the original value is ltered.

At

Decreasing the k value increases the lter strength.
with

k = 1/2.

k = 1

no ltering is done.

The b2b values were ltered

x(t) is the original b2b value at time t, y(t) is the
y(t − 1) is the previous b2bavg value respectively.

Here

value (b2bavg ) and

(3)

ltered b2b

HF HRV was calculated from the absolute dierence of the original and ltered
b2b values. It was further lp ltered according to Equation 4.

HF HRV = lp(|b2b − b2bavg|, k),
where

(4)

k = 1/2.

LF HRV was calculated from the absolute dierence between the BCG algorithm
output HR and lp ltered HR as shown in Equation 5.

LF HRV = |
where

60000
60000
−
|,
HR
lp(HR, k)

(5)

k = 1/512.

RRV was calculated from the absolute dierence between the BCG algorithm
output RR and lp ltered RR as shown in Equation 6.

RRV = |
where

60000
60000
−
|,
RR
lp(RR, k)

(6)

k = 1/512.

Rdepth was calculated from the BCG algorithm output SV and lp ltered SV
according to Equation 7.

Rdepth =
where

|SV − lp(SV, k)|
,
SV

(7)

k = 1/16.

HR, RR, HF HRV, LF HRV, RRV and Rdepth were further lp ltered (k

1/512).

=

The ltering was started from the rst value of the data and processed

until the last value of the data. This created delay in the parameter trends during
the night due to the lp lter implementation. The parameters were lp ltered (k

1/512)

=

again in reverse direction to negate the delay. The HRV to be used in the

sleep analysis was calculated from the relation of the HF and LF components. To
reduce modulation caused by respiration, HRV was further scaled with the Rdepth
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as shown in Equation 8.

HRV =

HF HRV
LF HRV ∗ Rdepth

(8)

The BCG signal processing was summarized in the section

a)

of Figure 13.

The thorax belt signal was used as the PSG respiratory data for processing.
The signal was high-pass (hp) ltered to focus the signal level around zero. Values
higher than the standard deviation of the data were identied as movement and
were extracted.

Incorrect values between the movement periods were processed

with Savitzky-Golay (sg) lter followed by a lp lter (k

= 1/8).

Local maxima and

minima were identied from the signal. A maximum or minimum was identied if
the signal increased above a hysteresis level

h.

The hysteresis is dened in Equation

9.

h=

σ
6

(9)

The standard deviation (σ ) expressed the typical error from a moving average.
The moving average was calculated using one minute of the data around the data
point. The extracted maxima were related to the end of inhalation periods and the
minima to the end of exhalation periods. Figure 15 shows a sample of the ltered
thorax belt signal.

The minima and maxima are identied as red dots and the

hysteresis levels (h) are marked as green lines.

Figure 15:

Sample of the processed thorax belt output signal. Red dots identify

the exhalation and inhalation periods.

Green lines indicate the hysteresis levels.

The signal needs to pass both hysteresis levels to be dened as a respiratory event.

RR was calculated from the time intervals between subsequent signal maxima.
Time intervals longer than 15 seconds or shorter than 2 seconds were disqualied
as unrealistic respiratory intervals.

Rdepth was related to the signal amplitude

dierence of an inhalation and exhalation period. The processed RR and Rdepth
were scaled to 1 Hz sample frequency. RRV was calculated from the RR similar to
BCG, as presented in Equation 6.

RR, Rdepth and RRV were further lp ltered

similar to the BCG parameters. The thorax belt signal processing was summarized
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in the section

b)

of Figure 13.

The ECG signal was taken as PSG cardiac input for processing. The heart beat
timestamps were identied from the ECG signal maxima.

The maximum had to

exceed a specied hysteresis level to be qualied. The hysteresis level was calculated
from the standard deviation of the whole data. Red dots in Figure 16 represent the
heart beats found by the algorithm.

Figure 16:

Sample of the processed ECG signal. Red dots identify the heart beats.

B2b intervals were calculated from the time dierence between subsequent heart
beats. HR, HF HRV and LF HRV were calculated and ltered similar to the BCG
parameters. The ECG signal processing was summarized in the section

c)

of Figure

13.
Sleep stages were taken in as the last input. They had been identied by a sleep
technician in 30 second epochs. The data was scaled to 1 Hz sample frequency to be
comparable with the BCG parameters. This process was summarized in the section

d)

of Figure 13.
The processed data from all four channels was synchronized according to the

timestamps. The respective RR, RRV, Rdepth, HR, HF HRV and LF HRV from
BCG and PSG measurements were compared together.
BCG parameters were calculated in each sleep stage.

The average level of the

The subject's age, sex and

body mass index (BMI) were compared with the average parameter levels.

BMI

was calculated according to Equation 10.

BM I =
where

w

is the weight in kilograms and

w
,
h2
h is

(10)
the height in meters. All 20 tests

were individually processed in the same way. The data was compiled together for
result analysis. The analysis is presented in the results section of this thesis.
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4

Results and Discussion

The results section includes BCG parameter validation, sleep stage analysis and
BCG product comparison. In parameter validation, BCG parameters are compared
to the corresponding PSG reference. In sleep stage analysis, the typical parameter
levels are evaluated in dierent sleep stages. The product comparison explains the
test setup and evaluates the usability and performance of four BCG sleep analysis
products.

4.1

Parameter Validation

HR, HF HRV, LF HRV, RR and RRV were the BCG parameters to be validated.
Rdepth was excluded from the comparison due to unreliable thorax belt measurement.

The thorax belt was not functional during the measurement of three test

subjects.

Those measurements were disqualied from the respiratory parameter

validation.

Periods when movement was detected were also excluded from the

comparison. 20 minutes of data from the start of each measurement was not included
to let the ltered data normalize. Total comparable data included 108 hours for RR
and RRV validation and 125 hours for HR and HRV validation.
The mean error (µ), standard deviation (σ ) of the error and correlation (r ) were
calculated for the comparison of each parameter. The mean error denes the average
oset between the BCG and PSG parameters. Negative mean error indicates that
the BCG parameter is typically at lower level compared to PSG. Positive mean
error indicates the opposite.

The standard deviation of the error was multiplied

by two (2σ ). It denes the maximum dierence of the parameter values with 95%
condence interval, i.e. the maximum dierence of 95% of the values. The

r

value

quantitatively illustrates the correlation and dependence between the BCG and PSG
parameters. The value can vary between - 1 and 1. Stronger correlation is expressed
with higher

r. r = 1

indicates perfect positive correlation (no dierence). Negative

values indicate negative correlation. There is no correlation if

r = 0.

The averages

from 30 minute sections of data were used in the correlation analysis.

The BCG

parameter validation results are presented in Table 2.

Table 2:

BCG parameter validation results for heart rate (HR), HF and LF heart

rate variability (HRV), respiratory rate (RR) and respiratory rate variability (RRV).
Mean Error (µ)
HR (bpm)

- 0.1

HF HRV (ms)

- 0.9

LF HRV (ms)

- 3.0

95% CI (2σ )

±

correlation (r )

4.4

0.97

±

14.7

0.67

±

29.9

0.71

RR (bpm)

0.3

±

4.5

0.54

RRV (ms)

- 40

±

424

0.49
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HR and HRV correlation was good (r

> 0.7).

The correlation for RR and RRV

was slightly lower. Respiratory measurements with both, PSG and BCG, methods
were more inaccurate than the cardiac measurements. Due to this, the correlation
of RR and RRV was not as good. However, the typical dierence between BCG and
PSG measurements was not signicant for any of the compared parameters.
The HR comparison graph is presented in Figure 17. Most of the dierence was
focused around short periods of time near the end of each measurement. Discrete
points where the values jump to a higher or lower level indicate a transition between
two dierent measurements.

Figure 17:

Heart rate comparison.

The correlation graph for HR is presented in Figure 18. Almost all values were
located on a straight 45 degree line, which indicates a strong correlation.
The graphical representations of the corresponding validation results for HF
HRV, LF HRV, RR and RRV can be seen from Appendix D-G.
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Figure 18:

4.2

Heart rate correlation.

Sleep Stage Evaluation

The BCG parameter levels were evaluated individually in each sleep stage.

The

sleep stages were divided to light sleep, deep sleep, REM sleep and wakefulness.
The average values for HR, HRV, RR, RRV and Rdepth were calculated in each
sleep stage. In addition, the average level of the whole recording was dened. The
results were represented for each sleep stage as the typical dierence from the average
level of the recording. This was done for each test individually. An average from all
20 tests was taken to represent each parameter. Table 3 shows the results from the
whole data.
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Table 3:

Heart rate (HR), heart rate variability (HRV), respiratory rate (RR),

respiratory rate variability (RRV) and respiratory depth (Rdepth) characteristics in
each sleep stage. The values represent dierence from the typical level of the night.
Light sleep

Deep sleep

REM sleep

Wakefulness

- 0.1

- 0.1

1.6

1.2

HRV

9.7

18.8

5.7

6.7

RR (bpm)

0.3

0.7

0.6

0.2

RRV (ms)

9.1

- 53.6

16.8

55.5

Rdepth

0.2

- 0.3

0.6

0.8

HR (bpm)

Figure 19 presents results from a single night.

Analysis for each parameter is

shown in a dierent graph.

Figure 19:

The levels of heart rate, heart rate variability, respiratory rate,

respiratory rate variability, respiratory depth and movement are presented during
one night. The sleep stages are indicated by colors.

Conclusions from the BCG parameter evaluation in sleep stages can be made
based on the statistics and the trends in the graph.

It can be seen that HR was

typically at a high level during wakefulness and REM sleep compared to deep and
light sleep.

HRV was typically at the highest level during deep sleep and at the

lowest in REM and wakefulness. There was no clear dierence in the typical RR
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between the sleep stages. RRV was typically at the lowest level during deep sleep and
increased in REM and wakefulness. It was clearly higher in wakefulness compared
to REM sleep.

Rdepth was typically at the lowest level during deep sleep and

at the highest level during REM and wakefulness.
BCG was also added in the evaluation.

The detected movement from

There was signicantly more movement

during wakefulness than in sleep. The typical levels for each parameter have been
summarized in Table 4.

Table 4:

Typical heart rate (HR), heart rate variability (HRV), respiratory rate

(RR), respiratory rate variability (RRV) and respiratory depth (Rdepth) in each
sleep stage. The typical levels have been categorized from the lowest to the highest
as low, decreased, medium, increased and high.
Light Sleep

Deep Sleep

REM Sleep

Wakefulness

Decreased

Decreased

Increased

Increased

HRV

Medium

Increased

Decreased

Decreased

RR

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

RRV

Medium

Low

Increased

High

Rdepth

Medium

Decreased

Increased

Increased

HR

Light and deep sleep periods could be identied using HR, HRV, RRV and
Rdepth. REM sleep and wakefulness could be clearly distinguished from other sleep
stages. RRV and movement could be used to dierentiate between REM sleep and
wakefulness periods.

Each subject had also evaluated the slept night personally.

The subjective fall-asleep time diered from the PSG sleep stage scoring in few
cases signicantly.

This may have had an impact on the results.

Overall, clear

trends to dierentiate between the sleep stages and to detect the sleep periods could
be identied from the analyzed BCG parameters.
The sex, age and BMI within the subject group did not have statistically significant correlation to the measured parameters since subjects of young and old age,
and high and low BMI (overweight or underweight) were not included in the test.
Also, the data only included 20 subjects. The test subject group should be expanded
for detailed analysis on these parameters.

4.3

Product Comparison

A separate test was conducted to compare the current commercial BCG sleep
analysis products to the Murata BCG sensor node. The product comparison test
was subjective and it was performed in home environment for one person. Murata

TM

BCG Sensor Node, Beddit Sleep Tracker, Emt QS

SE 80 SleepExpert were installed into the same bed.

Sleep Monitor and Beurer
Each product recorded the

sleep of the person over two weeks. The usability, performance and output of the
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products were compared based on the personal experiences during the test period.
The products are presented in Figure 20 and they will be referred according to the
company name.

Figure 20:

BCG based sleep analysis products.

Murata BCG Sensor Node a),

TM Sleep Monitor c) and Beurer SE 80 SleepExpert
Beddit Sleep Tracker b) Emt QS
d).

The start up, conguration and data interface was evaluated rst. The recording
for each night was manually started and nished through an application for the
Beddit and Beurer products. Murata and Emt recorded everything automatically.
The Beurer and Beddit products required a bluetooth connection. Emt required
WiFi connection with an internet access and it was problematic to congure. Murata
could use WiFi connection without internet access with the option to send data
locally to a PC. The Murata product did not need manual maintenance after the
initial conguration.
The usability of the products was evaluated next. The Beddit sensor attachment
wore out and required additional sticky tape to stay in place. The Emt sensor was
similarly attached to the bed with sticky tape. The Beurer power cable connection
to the sensor detached easily. Due to this, the product lost power during the night
which resulted in an incomplete measurement. The Beurer sensor position in bed was
also critical for getting proper results. Good positioning required placing the product
directly under the person. This was unpleasant as the device could be physically
detected under the soft mattress. The Emt, Beddit and Murata products did not
disturb sleeping.
plate.

Murata sensor could be attached rmly due to the attachment

The plate provided multiple options for attachment.

The device was not

noticeable in bed due to small size and positioning near the edge of the bed. Correct
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placement in bed and calibration of the Murata sensor before use were important
for accurate results.
The application interface of each product was also evaluated. The Beddit application interface was simple although not very informative.
application was only used for conguration.
displayed on a web browser.

The Emt mobile

The measurement information was

The amount of visible data provided by the Emt

product was superior to the other products. However, the display required time to
understand. The Beurer application interface outlook was professional and logical.
It provided enough information for the user and it was easy to locate and use. The
Murata product did not have an application interface designed for consumers yet.
Finally, the measurement results were evaluated. The Beddit application dened
the deepness of sleep but there was no sleep stage detection. HR and HRV were not
displayed and RR was presented as a single value for the whole night. The sleep
score was dened as a single number without further details. Wakefulness in bed
was incorrectly categorized as sleep. The Emt web interface provided a massive
amount of data. HRV, HR, RR, sleep time, sleep stages, ANS balance, movement
and sleep score were presented.
available.

Both statistical and graphical information was

The algorithm behind the sleep score was explained.

It was mainly

dened by the sleep duration. However, wakefulness was always incorrectly dened
as sleep. Unoccupied bed was often considered as sleep too, resulting in unrealistic
sleep times and sleep scores.

The reliability of the data was questionable due to

the inaccurate sleep detection.

The Beurer application presented HR, RR, sleep

time, sleep onset, time awake, sleep stages and the sleep score.

The parameters

were statistically visible in the main view but graphical view was also available. The
application included personal calendar, settings and explanatory tutorials. The sleep
score origin was explained. The information seemed realistic when the sensor was
positioned correctly and the power cable did not detach during the night. Murata
sensor outputs more cardiac and respiratory details than the other three products.
The parameters have been explained in detail in this thesis and the results can be
used to create a sleep analysis application. The product comparison test results are
summarized in table 5.
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Table 5:

Subjective BCG product comparison results. The results were based on

personal experience.
Beddit

Emt

Beurer

Murata

attachment

tape

tape

no

attachment plate

start/close

manual

automatic

manual

automatic

data interface

bluetooth

WiFi

bluetooth

WiFi

user interface

simple

complicated

professional

in development

unreliable

unreliable

reliable

in development

no

yes

yes

in development

no output

HR, HRV

HR

HR, HRV

average RR

RR

RR

RR, RRV, Rdepth

usability:

performance:
sleep time
sleep stages
cardiac
respiratory

Murata BCG Sensor Node usability was good compared to the other BCG
products. Murata's product can also compete with performance due to its potential
to display accurate information of sleep based on the results presented in this thesis.
The results of this study have been used to start the development of an automated
sleep analysis software. This study gives a basis for further studies and more specic
analysis.

The gathered data can be used in future studies as well.

clinical tests on a wider variety of test subjects is recommended.

Expanding

The selection

criteria should include overweight, underweight, young and old subjects. Subjects
with sleep problems can be used to develop diagnosis applications. In addition to
basic sleep quality and quantity analysis, the detection of insomnia, arrhythmias,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and acute exacerbations of COPD
are potential applications for the Murata BCG Sensor Node.
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5

Conclusions

Sleep analysis was identied to be very important due to insucient sleep and an
increase of sleep problems in our society. The currently prevalent method for sleep
analysis is PSG. However, it is too expensive, intrusive and complex for common
use. PSG is mainly used for single night measurements in a laboratory environment.
An accelerometer based BCG method for quantitative and qualitative analysis of
sleep was evaluated in this work. BCG provides an inexpensive and unobtrusive way
to measure sleep over multiple nights in home environment. Sleep can be measured
with a single BCG device without attaching electrodes on the body or requiring
skilled technicians for operation and maintenance. The rst objective of this study
was to validate the BCG ouput parameters on healthy subjects using PSG as a
reference. The second objective was to test the BCG method for sleep analysis and
evaluate the parameters in sleep stages.

The third objective was to compare the

BCG sensor product to other commercial BCG products that are currently used for
sleep analysis.
A clinical test was prepared and performed on 20 healthy subjects in a sleep
laboratory.

Sleep was recorded overnight with Murata BCG Sensor Node and a

PSG system. An automated software was developed for data post-processing and
result analysis. HR, HF HRV, LF HRV, RR, RRV and Rdepth were extracted from
the BCG and PSG recordings. The software compared these parameters between
the two methods. Typical levels of the BCG parameters were also evaluated in sleep
stages. A separate test was performed to evaluate performance and usability of four
dierent commercial BCG sleep analysis products.
According to the results presented in this thesis, the measured HR, HF HRV
and LF HRV with BCG were very accurate and correlation to the PSG reference
was good. The mean error with 95% condence interval was -0.1
minute for HR, -0.9

±

14.7 ms for HF HRV and -3.0

±

±

4.4 beats per

29.9 ms for LF HRV.

The correlation coecient was 0.97 for HR, 0.67 for HF HRV and 0.71 for LF HRV.
RRV and Rdepth correlation to the reference was weaker but there was no signicant
dierence between the BCG and PSG values. The mean error with 95% condence
interval was 0.3

±

4.5 breaths per minute for RR and -40

±

424 ms for RRV. The

correlation coecient was 0.54 for RR and 0.49 for RRV respectively. Rdepth was
left out of validation due to inaccurate PSG measurement.

All BCG parameters

were reliable enough to be used for sleep analysis.
Typical HR, HRV, RR, RRV and Rdepth levels were calculated in four sleep
stages: light sleep, deep sleep, REM sleep and wakefulness.

HRV was presented

as the ratio between HF HRV and LF HRV, and further scaled with Rdepth to
exclude the modulation caused by respiration.

The results were presented as a

dierence to the average value of the whole recording. HR was typically increased
in REM sleep and wakefulness.

HRV was typically decreased during REM and

wakefulness and clearly increased in deep sleep.

RRV was typically increased in

REM and wakefulness. It was at the highest level in wakefulness and at the lowest
level in deep sleep. Rdepth was typically decreased in deep sleep and increased in
REM and wakefulness. Increased movement was detected in wakefulness compared
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to the sleep period. Movement and RRV could be used to distinguish REM sleep
and wakefulness from each other. These parameters provided enough information
to identify the sleep stages and dierentiate between sleep and wakefulness.
The results with Murata BCG Sensor Node were good compared to similar
products. The device was compared to the commercial BCG based sleep analysis
products from Beddit, Emt and Beurer. Murata sensor had advantages in accuracy and extensiveness of the measurements and usability of the product.

These

advantages have potential to overcome the defects of the other products.
The conclusions presented in this thesis resulted in modications to the BCG
algorithm and in the development of an intelligent sleep analysis software for the
Murata BCG Sensor Node. The modications improved the respiratory detection
accuracy and the calibration of the device. The sleep analysis software development
is still an ongoing project.
Further studies should expand clinical testing of the device. More diverse and
extensive test groups could be selected. Increasing the amount of test subjects would
give more credibility on the results.

Future tests could include children, elderly

people and persons with detected sleep problems.

These studies should focus on

detecting insomnia, arrhythmias and disorders related to the respiratory system.
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Appendix A: Sleep Habit Questionnaire Part 1

Figure A1:

Sleep Habit Questionnaire Part One (1/4).

47

Figure A2:

Sleep Habit Questionnaire Part One (2/4).

48

Figure A3:

Sleep Habit Questionnaire Part One (3/4).

49

Figure A4:

Sleep Habit Questionnaire Part One (4/4).
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Appendix B: Sleep Habit Questionnaire Part 2

Figure B1:

Sleep Habit Questionnaire Part Two.
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Appendix C: International Restless Legs Syndrome
Questionnaire

Figure C1:

International Restless Legs Syndrome Questionnaire (1/3). [85]

52

Figure C2:

International Restless Legs Syndrome Questionnaire (2/3). [85]

53

Figure C3:

International Restless Legs Syndrome Questionnaire (3/3). [85]
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Appendix D: HF Heart Rate Variability Validation

Figure D1:

High frequency heart rate variability comparison.

Figure D2:

Hight frequency heart rate variability correlation.
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Appendix E: LF Heart Rate Variability Validation.

Figure E1:

Low frequency heart rate variability comparison.

Figure E2:

Low frequency heart rate variability correlation.
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Appendix F: Respiration Rate Validation

Figure F1:

Respiratory rate comparison.

Figure F2:

Respiratory rate correlation.
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Appendix G: Respiration Rate Variability Validation

Figure G1:

Respiratory rate variability comparison.

Figure G2:

Respiratory rate variability correlation.

